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HVI Portal - User guide  

 

                                                    

 

Heavy Vehicle Inspection (HVI) PORTAL is a secured private cloud based Digital 

Platform. HVI Mobile App, Web Portal and Digital Displays ability to handle high data 

volume with images, videos, auto data sync, and data orchestration all in offline mode 

brings faster speed of information, improved efficiency. 

HVI delivers the most technically advanced and intuitive Inspection Maintenance 

management system. The app platform empowers the Operators, technicians and remote 

field staff with the tools they needed to efficiently manage their day-to-day operations and 

maximize company profits. All inspection documents, Maintenance requests or Schedules 

available for use by multiple operators, records can be submitted from anywhere using 

multiple devices and multiple employees spread across geographical locations. 
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1. General Information 

 

This user guide shall provide general overview of the WEB PORTAL and how to use the key functional 
areas. The portal is compatible with latest google Chrome and Microsoft IE 11 (Internet Explorer) and 
Safari browsers.  
 
APPLE Device Users - iOS users can use the application using the iPhone or iPad browsers.  
  
Use below URL to login to the system.  
PORTAL LINK  or (http://heavyvehicleinspection.com/portal/portal.html ) 

 

1.1 Login Method  
 

The master subscription email maintains the details of Customer and provide a real time data 
synchronization between Android, iOS and Web Applications. If you have Enterprise plan, reach you 
Admin to get login details.  
 
Download the App from HERE . The app will ask permissions as per Google policy, click yes on all of them. 
This is necessary for normal functioning of the App. Use one of the login methods to login. This Email will 
become the master Email to login on the WEB Portal. The password for the portal can be found inside the 
Mobile app Subscription section (inside HVI app, top left 3 dots, there will be option to check the 
subscription). If you do not have the PIN, visit the Demo portal without login details.    
 

file:///C:/Users/seal/Desktop/Articles/Animation%20Marketing/heavyvehicleinspection.com/portal/portal.html
http://heavyvehicleinspection.com/portal/portal.html
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.jrs.hvi&hl=en
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If you do not have the subscription, please use same link and below login screen, click on ‘VIEW DEMO’. 
The demo account has a fleet of 50 + Equipment, multiple Inspection, maintenance, schedule and checklist 

Records.  .  
 

1.2 Language  
The system is available in multiple languages. Select the top right language dropdown to choose 

your language. The input data will remain as entered by the user.   

 

1.3 Home Page Tiles   
The PORTAL is divided in clickable tiles based on the functionality. Click on respective tile to check 

the information. The application tiles provides High level Analytics of the Equipment fleet in system 

with numbers related to that area. For example ‘Vehicle Inventory’ reflect the total number of Fleet 

in the system.  

 

HVI Image -1  

Dashboard – Total Inspection Records available in system, to create WorkOrder, check new records 

Inventory – Manage Equipment Fleet, the example has 53 vehicles  

Schedules – Schedules set on the Equipment 

Maintenance WorkOrder - Details related to Maintenance (WO Creation is part of Dashboard) 

Analytics – Get more details on top Repair/ Replacement causes and other Key performance Indicators.  

Checklist – Maintain the category based multiple checklists for all Equipment  
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2. DASHBOARD 

The Dashboard receives the Inspection documents in real time. When any Inspection is conducted using 

the Mobile/tablet devices and once report is generated, there is an option to “UPLOAD to CLOUD’. On 

selection of this option, app will save a copy of report on secured private cloud. The report immediately 

becomes available on Dashboard top with “NEW” icon. 

2.1 NEW Inspection record Icon  
This new ICON will appear on left side on the table to visually indicate a new report is available in 

system. On click of the Record it will open a pop up screen with details of the Inspection documents. 

Once the record is clicked, this symbol will go away.  

 

 

2.2 UNSAFE to Use Flag 
As per OSHA guidelines and industry best practices, Human safety is top priority for any business. To 

keep the Operators, field personnel safe, it is highly recommended to have them periodically do a 

Safety Inspection and flag the report as “UNSAFE” if such conditions surface.  

These Inspection records are flagged in Red color to visually indicate it. Like below screen and such 

reports can also be filtered over this column with “No”. This can provide overall statics for “UNSAFE” 

condition reported across the Vehicle Fleet.  

  

 

HVI Image -2  
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2.3 Check App submitted INSPECTIONS Details 
 

Mobile App generates the Inspection documents. At finish of the document, Inspector get option to 

upload it on the cloud. Once it is submitted from the App, it shall become immediately available on the 

Portal Dashboard as new record.  On click of any such inspection record, full report information in a gets 

displayed in a Popup screen. The PDF document is available to download as indicated in below image. All 

repair, replacement information is recorded in the system including overall comments.  

The inspection Personnel shall be encouraged to input overall remark to provide an overview of the 

Report other than Repair, Replacement. These documents remain valuable as part of Historic records of 

the Equipment and can be looked without reading the detailed report.  

 

HVI Image -3 
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2.4 Create a new WorkOrder and check Details 
 

The Dashboard provides option to create a work order in system related to an Inspection report. Any 

inspection document with repair and Replacement conditions can be used to create a work order. The 

Report Pop up window provides option to create a work order. On left side, there a button “Create 

Work Order”. 

On click on “Create Work Order” following screen will appear. Input the WO number and select the 

current status of the Order. Like “Initiated” and update it based on the progress of physical work.  

  

HVI Image -4 

STATUS of WorkOrder - The status is shared including Operator/ remote personnel over the Mobile app 

so everyone is on sync related to current status of the Equipment. The Inventory status shall also be 

updated to reflect the current status of Equipment.   
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HVI Image -5 

 

Each Workorder Item Status– The tracking of each Work Item wide progress is possible in system. This 

feature is specially valuable when multiple people are working on a machine to fix certain parts. Or the 

Equipment is fixed at different schedules across speerate physical locations.  

 

HVI Image -6 

 

3. Record Filter, Sorting 

 

Filter and Ascending, Descending Sort features - These features are available on all Columns across the 

Portal, each and every table has option for easy filtering on all the Tiles. Click on any Column name, 3 

options will appear to select. Input the value in Filter and press ENTER key see the filtered results. To 

CLEAR the filter, go back to column and delete the values and press ENTER again.  
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HVI Image -7 

4. Maintenance WorkOrder  

 

Maintenance WorkOrder  See the specific Equipment related Work order history by selecting any 

Equipment from the Left side table. You can filter or sort based on Vehicle name, number or VIN.  

ALL History – There is also option to see ‘All History’ button on TOP right side. (Below Marked with red 

arrow). Again you could filter/ Sort any column to see specific Equipment related Work order records.  

  

HVI Image -8 
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5. Equipment Inventory 

 

VEHICLE INVENTORY  - How to set the Maintenance Priority based on request in Inspection documents. 

During the Inspection process via Mobile app. Inspector get opportunity during last stage of Inspection 

to decide if the Maintenance is required. The default selection is “NO”.  Tap on it, more options will 

appear to select the Prioirty of Maintenance and status of “Maintenance Required”.  

There are 2 Status fields to set. 1) Maintenance Priority and 2) Status  

Back office/ Maintenance person can continue to update the physical maintenance progress using these 

flags.  

 

HVI Image -9 

6. Audit Logs 

 

AUDIT LOG – Record creation and changes are reflected on system by Created and Changed by fields.  

 

 

HVI Image -10 

More Learning option available at HVI site. Video Tutorials at the YouTube - HVI Playlist 
 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL-FE1yL0LcND0bOXBvWBKl1OBVW0Wtt6L

